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History

ñ late 1993 Dutch TEX Users Group, 4AllTEX CD, tds
working group

ñ 1995 Unix-based tds cd based on teTEX

ñ 1996 first edition, Sebastian Rahtz

ñ 2000 5th edition, non-free software removed

ñ 2002 7th edition: Mac OS X support

ñ 2005 addition of the -sys scripts

ñ 2006-09 XeTEX addition, end of teTEX development,
TEXworks addition, Karl Berry
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Features

ñ ‘complete’ – all the free stuff from ctan

ñ multi-platform

ñ uniform across platforms

ñ practically daily updates

ñ dfsg free with a few exceptions
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Features of the new installer

ñ Installation from various sources

ñ Text and gui mode

ñ Windows == Unix (cum grano salis)
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Installation sources

ñ dvd
update TEX Live Manager, noexec

ñ Network

automatic detection of nearest ctan-mirror

ñ local (hard disk) mirror of ctan

use it like a dvd

ñ svn checkout

ñ another installation

recent installations, -repository argument necessary
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Installation settings

ñ binary systems

ñ schemes

ñ collections

ñ language collections and docs
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Installation settings cont.
ñ destination folders

ñ texdir
ñ texmfsysvar
ñ texmfsysconfig
ñ texmfhome

ñ options
ñ papersize
ñ create formats
ñ install font/macro documentation
ñ install font/macro sources
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Windows specific options

ñ shortcuts in the start menu and on the desktop
ñ change file associations:

ñ not at all
ñ only new file associations
ñ all

ñ installation for all users

ñ installation of TEXworks front end
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Wizard installer
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TEX Live Manager
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TEX Live Manager tlmgr

ñ installation/removal of additional packages or
collections

ñ update all packages to the newest versions available

ñ backups and restore

ñ paper configuration like texconfig, but also for Windows

ñ managing the installed platforms
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tlmgr cont.

ñ searching the installed and all available packages

ñ list and searching all schemes, collections, packages

ñ setting some default values like the installation
repository

ñ regenerate fmtutil.cnf, language.dat, and updmap.cfg
from the information stored in the database and local
additions

ñ . . . permanently growing
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TEX Live Manager – Syntax

tlmgr [opt]... action [opt]... [arg]...

With first set of options:

ñ -repository installation source, see above

ñ -gui starts the gui

ñ -gui-lang should be auto-detected, can be
overridden

ñ standard options -help, -q, -v, -version
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TEX Live Manager – Syntax

tlmgr [opt]... action [opt]... [arg]...

ñ general actions: search, show, list, uninstall, check, gui,
version, help

ñ configuration actions: option, paper, generate

ñ package management actions: install, update, remove,
backup, restore, arch
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The search (and show) action

tlmgr [opt]... search [opt]... what

searches the locally installed packages for what, either

ñ names and descriptions

ñ any of the three taxonomy systems as provided by the
experimental TEX Catalogue rework by Jim Hefferon
(special announcement here – available since 2 hours in tlcritical)
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Options to the search action

ñ -global also searches the remote database

ñ -file searches for file names

ñ -word only matches full words, not parts of words

ñ -taxonomy, -keyword, -functionality,
-characterization

tlmgr [opt]... show what

shows information on the given packages, including
taxonomies
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Example of searching taxonomies

tlmgr search
$ tlmgr search --taxonomy table
alnumsec - Alphanumeric section numbering.
arydshln - Horizontal and vertical dashed lines in arrays and tabulars.
autotab - Generating tabulars from input data.
blkarray - Extended array and tabular.
booktabs - Publication quality tables in LaTeX
...
variations - Typeset tables of variations of functions.
warpcol - Relative alignment of rows in numeric columns in tabulars.
widetable - An environment for typesetting tables of specified width
xtab - Break tables across pages.
youngtab - Typeset Young-Tableaux.
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Example listing with taxonomies

xtab listing
$ tlmgr show --taxonomy xtab
package: xtab
category: Package
shortdesc: Break tables across pages.
longdesc: Xtab is an extended and somewhat improved version of supertabular; it'

& provides tables that break across pages.
installed: Yes
revision: 16998
cat-version: 2.3e
cat-date: 2010-02-13 10:06:25 +0100
cat-license: lppl
collection: collection-latexextra
keywords: tables
function: Tables > Typesetting Long Tables
primary characterization: Page-focused > Tables
secondary characterization: Uncharacterized
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The install action

tlmgr [opt]... install [opt]... what

installs the package what including all dependencies

Options:

ñ -no-depends do not install dependencies

ñ -no-depends-at-all do not even install
architecture specific sub-packages
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The update action

tlmgr [opt]... update [opt]... what

installs the package what including all dependencies

Options:

ñ -list list packages to be updated (or added) with
revisions

ñ -all update everything
ñ -dry-run don’t actually do it
ñ -backupdir dir saves a snapshot of the current

status to the specified directory
ñ -no-depends, -no-depends-at-all as before
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The (new) gui of the TEX Live Manager



News in TEX Live 2010
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Partial inclusion of pTEX Live

ñ Thanks to many people present here pTEX and related
programs have been included
ptex, platex, pdvitype, pbibtex,
mendex, makejvf, ppltotf, ptftopl

ñ for 2011: upTEX, and . . . ???

ñ aim: merge pTEX Live into TEX Live

ñ request: please send me suggestion and correction or
information on missing pieces – please upload to ctan!!!
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PDF version level

ñ by default all engines and dvipdfmx now create level 1.5
pdf files

ñ higher compression rates

ñ loading pdf14 LATEX package changes this back to 1.4

ñ or manually set \pdfminorversion=4
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Automatic eps to pdf conversion

ñ pdf(LA)TEX now automatically converts eps to pdf if the
graphics.cfg configuration file is loaded

ñ uses the epstopdf package/command

ñ should not overwrite existing pdf files

ñ manually disable by defining \DoNotLoadEpstopdf
before the documentclass statement
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\write18 restricted mode enabled

ñ announced last year, but pulled in last minute due to
security considerations

ñ restricted list of programs are enabled (see texmf.cnf)

ñ can be disabled at install time

ñ can be disabled later by
tlmgr conf texmf shell_escape 0
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Output directory restrictions

ñ BibTEX and Makeindex behave like TEX itself

ñ do not write to arbitrary directories

ñ override with environment variable TEXMFOUTPUT or
the texmf.cnf config openout_any
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More user visible news

ñ new BibTEX (after 20 years!)

ñ XeTEX supports margin kerning

ñ hyph-utf8: all engines share the same patterns

ñ patterns for eTEX: the available hyphenation patterns are
now also loaded into the eTEX-based engines
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More user visible news, cont.

ñ tlmgr automatically creates and keeps one backup per
package

ñ MacTEX: repackaged TEX Live for Mac, adds nice gui for
for updating and managing the installation, allows
switching of distributions (TL2008, TL2009, TL2010)

ñ several (partly new) programs: ps_view, dviout,
TEXworks, xindy, chktex, dvisvgm, bibtexu
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Other (not user visible) news

ñ translation infrastructure changed to standard .po files

ñ automake/autoconf system rebuild

ñ lzma → xz

ñ multi-threaded kpse

ñ no Ω, only ℵ
ñ package can ship their own postinstall and preremove

scripts
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Thanks

Karl Berry
for great enthusiasm and perpetual support (and critical voices)

tug and dante
for financial support when my laptop broke

Your Attention
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Intermezzo for

Package writers
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Getting things into TEX Live

New package

upload CTAN

known to ctan2tds?

yes

call ctan2tds

adjust ctan2tds

tug reference checkout

update tlnet

mirror to Cambridge ctan

mirrors to other ctan mirrors

User’s computer
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